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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Plants continuously adapt to abiotic environmental changes by acclimation, but even moderate deviations from the optimum can markedly limit crop yields ([@bib3]; [@bib6]; [@bib56]; [@bib76]). In the era of global warming, acclimation becomes even more relevant, as plants encounter progressive environmental changes ([@bib2]). Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of plant acclimation responses is required to design strategies that stabilize or enhance yields in increasingly hostile environments.

Acclimation can act on timescales that vary from minutes to days; involves the modification of gene expression, protein activity, and metabolite profiles; and ultimately affects all cellular compartments ([@bib5]; [@bib8]; [@bib41]; [@bib61]; [@bib93]; [@bib97]; [@bib108]; [@bib112]). Acclimation-associated physiological changes can be divided into three phases. In the first phase, environmental changes immediately affect cellular reactions ([@bib42]; [@bib62]; [@bib86]), perturbing metabolism by inhibition/activation of metabolic reactions, and leading to dearth/excess of substrates or products, increased demand for specific compounds, or a combination of these factors. Well-known examples are the acidification of the chloroplast lumen during exposure to high light (HL) levels, which activates photoprotective mechanisms such as non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) ([@bib73]; [@bib82]), and protein misfolding induced by heat ([@bib28]; [@bib70]; [@bib102]). Transient changes occur during the second phase, reconfiguring primary and energy metabolism by accumulating protective compounds and balancing levels of reactive oxygen species ([@bib22]; [@bib65]; [@bib66]; [@bib69]). Carbohydrates are re-allocated to sustain metabolic demands ([@bib16]; [@bib63]; [@bib71]) and secondary metabolism is also redirected, to produce anthocyanins in response to HL or cold, for instance ([@bib26]; [@bib87]; [@bib91]). Under prolonged environmental change, a new steady state is eventually established (third phase) ([@bib38]; [@bib40]; [@bib100]).

Owing to the complexity of the process, enhancing acclimation by altering the activity of single components can have unexpected consequences. For instance, overexpressing the same three photoprotective proteins in two different species has opposite effects on growth under natural conditions ([@bib23]; [@bib46]), most likely due to interspecific differences in acclimation and metabolic networks. Therefore, system-wide approaches are needed to dissect acclimation responses, so as to ensure that targeted modifications occur with minimal trade-offs. Various studies of transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic responses to changes in light or temperature have been done in *Arabidopsis thaliana* (hereafter *Arabidopsis*) ([@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib30]; [@bib33]; [@bib38]; [@bib40], [@bib41]; [@bib49]; [@bib81]; [@bib100]), but few of them considered more than one environmental condition ([@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib12]; [@bib40]; [@bib79]) or the return from stressful to control conditions (de-acclimation) ([@bib40]; [@bib59]; [@bib64]; [@bib67]; [@bib98]; [@bib115], [@bib116]).

To fill this gap, we have comprehensively monitored physiological, metabolomic, and transcriptomic changes in plants during acclimation and subsequent de-acclimation to HL, heat, and cold. Our study reveals that altered metabolic steady states are established during acclimation, which persist after de-acclimation, whereas transcriptome changes are partially (HL and heat) or fully (cold) reversible. Bioinformatic analyses indicate that components of translation, especially ribosomal proteins (RPs), play central roles in acclimation to changes in the abiotic environment.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Design of Acclimation and De-acclimation Kinetics {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------

To study how the model plant *Arabidopsis* acclimates to omnipresent changes in temperature and light intensity, we looked at the effects of increased light level (HL) and suboptimal temperature (heat or cold). As the standard growth condition ("control condition"), we used a long photoperiod (16 h/8 h day/night) with temperatures of 18°C at night and 22°C during the day. Plants were grown under light-emitting diode (LED) lights to avoid unwanted heat development and ensure reproducibility among independent replicates (LEDs have a longer half-life than fluorescent tubes). Plant growth and development were optimal at light intensities of 80 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S1C), and this level was used as our control condition.

Young *Arabidopsis* plants are reported to display 50% photoinhibition at a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) of 535 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ ([@bib11]) and possess a basal thermotolerance ranging from −4°C to 44°C ([@bib40]). To establish moderate acclimation conditions that do not irreversibly affect plant development, we first tested different light intensities. To this end, 14-day-old plants grown under control conditions were subjected to a PAR level of 450 or 800 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ for 7 days and their physiological responses were recorded. Intensities of 450 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ had a minimal impact on plant growth, whereas those of 800 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ limited growth and led to anthocyanin accumulation within 4 days ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). To evaluate photoinhibition, we monitored the maximum quantum yield of photosystem II (PSII) (Fv/Fm) during the 4 days of HL treatment, followed by 4 more days under control conditions to assess reversibility. Compared with control conditions (Fv/Fm = 0.8 during the whole time course), plants exposed to 450 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ exhibited photoinhibition, which reached its maximum after 3 days (Fv/Fm = 0.57), but was fully reversible during de-acclimation ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At 800 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^, photoinhibition was exacerbated (Fv/Fm = 0.58 after 1 day) and was only partially reversible ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, 450 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^ was selected for the HL condition. Growth at 32°C throughout the light and dark phase resulted in the typically elongated petioles ([@bib14]; [@bib85]) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D) and control-like Fv/Fm values ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C) and served as the heat stress condition. Cold stress was imposed by reducing the growth temperature to 4°C, and decreasing the light intensity (35 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^), as reported previously ([@bib21]; [@bib34]; [@bib39]; [@bib116]), to avoid photoinhibition (Fv/Fm of 0.67 versus 0.79 after 4 days under 80 and 35 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^, respectively; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

As 2-week-old plants grown under standard conditions returned to normal growth and development after 4 days each of acclimation and de-acclimation ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D), this design was used to systematically study reversible acclimation to HL, heat, and cold.

Physiological Changes during (De-)acclimation {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------

To monitor the effects of (de-)acclimation on plant development and physiology, we measured fresh weight (FW) and total proteins, anthocyanins, and chlorophylls ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all cases, FW of plants increased over the time course, e.g., from ∼19 to ∼47 mg/plant under standard conditions. In HL-exposed plants, the increase set in only on day 3 of the acclimation phase, but growth was partially restored during de-acclimation. Thus, heat-treated plants gained significantly more FW than control plants under standard conditions from day 4 of acclimation onward. Cold treatment affected FW increase most strongly, but the deficit relative to controls disappeared after 3 days of de-acclimation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). HL- and cold-treated plants accumulated significantly increased levels of total proteins and anthocyanins; otherwise, these parameters were unchanged ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and 1C). Conversely, average chlorophyll levels in treated plants were lower than in controls ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Photosynthetic performance was assessed in terms of the effective quantum yield of PSII (Ф~II~) and NPQ. In general, Ф~II~ remained steady over the time course (0.62--0.67 depending on the treatment and time point), except for a progressive and significant decrease of Ф~II~ to 0.42 by day 3 of acclimation to HL, which was reversed almost completely during de-acclimation (0.53 on day 4) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and is seen in the behavior of Fv/Fm ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This reflects the course of, and recovery from, photoinhibition ([@bib105]). Heat and cold each had significant effects on NPQ, in accordance with previous studies that used moderate levels of temperature stress ([@bib32]; [@bib111]) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F).Figure 1Physiological Performance of *Arabidopsis* Plants during (De-)acclimation to High Light, Heat, and Cold(A--F) 14-day-old plants grown under standard growth conditions were exposed to high light (HL), heat, and cold for 4 days (acclimation period, highlighted by gray background), followed by a return to standard growth conditions for 4 days (de-acclimation period). Fresh weight (A), total protein content (B), anthocyanin content (C), chlorophyll (Chl *a* + *b*) level (D), effective quantum yield of photosystem II (Ф~II~) (E), and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) (F) were recorded daily. Values correspond to the mean ± SD of n ≥ 4 independent experiments. ∗∗p \< 0.01; ∗p \< 0.05 (Student's t test). See [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for standard deviations and statistics. See also [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Thus, in agreement with the restoration of growth after de-acclimation (see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), most physiological parameters monitored are reversed during de-acclimation experiments.

Molecular Changes during (De-)acclimation: Metabolite Profiling {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain a comprehensive picture of molecular changes at the metabolite level, plant material was harvested from shoots at several time points during (de-)acclimation ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because alterations in metabolite or transcript levels can occur rapidly upon exposure to sudden changes in environmental parameters ([@bib8]; [@bib41]; [@bib61]; [@bib93]; [@bib97]; [@bib108]), measurements were made at both early (1, 5, and 15 min and 3 h) and later time points (2 and 4 days). Samples from control plants grown in parallel and harvested at the same time points were always included.

Changes in metabolite levels were identified by gas chromatography (GC)-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MS), and a total of 98 primary metabolites and 36 unidentified compounds were detected. "Significantly altered metabolites (SAMs)" were defined as metabolites that showed at least a 2-fold change (FC ≥ 2) in concentration relative to the value at time point 0 (Student\'s t test with a false discovery rate \[FDR\] ≤ 0.05). Under control conditions, 11 metabolites changed significantly; e.g., leucine, isoleucine, fumarate, and glucose increased, as expected, as plants got older ([@bib13]). Under the acclimation treatments, numbers of SAMs began to increase within 1 or 2 days, and 74, 41, and 51 SAMs were noted for HL, heat, and cold conditions, respectively ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

To infer the dynamics of metabolome changes under each treatment, hierarchical clustering was used to generate heatmaps for all metabolites that changed significantly in level at least once in any (de-)acclimation experiment ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). The heatmaps reflected the negligible changes in metabolites under control conditions, which only become discernible toward the end of the time course ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Following HL or heat treatment, 70%--80% of metabolome perturbations persisted during de-acclimation, but 90% returned to the initial state after cold exposure ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 2Changes in Metabolite Composition during (De-)acclimation to High Light, Heat, and Cold(A) Heatmaps based on Z-means of fold changes of SAMs and generated by hierarchical clustering according to Ward d2.(B) Venn diagrams depicting shared or unique SAMs, comprising total numbers (left panel, "total"), or only the ones that show the same (up-up or down-down, "same trend") or opposite (up-down or down-up, "opposite trend") regulation polarities.(C) Scheme summarizing the changes in concentration of metabolites involved in central metabolism in *Arabidopsis*. acc, acclimation; de-acc, de-acclimation; CBC, Calvin-Benson cycle; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle; Gluc, glucose; Fruc, fructose; P, phosphate; 3-PGA, 3-phosphoglycerate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; 2-OAA, 2-oxaloacetate. Metabolites whose levels also changed under control conditions are indicated by ∗. Note that glycine levels decreased under control conditions.See also [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Venn diagrams revealed that the fraction of metabolites altered under two different treatments was similar or significantly higher (super exact test, [@bib101], p *=* 0.03) than that of metabolites that were exclusively altered by one treatment ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). In all, 31 metabolites reacted to both HL and heat and 33 to both HL and cold, whereas 24, 8, and 16 metabolites were specifically altered under HL, heat, and cold, respectively. Furthermore, the vast majority of the first set responded in the same direction (increase or decrease), indicating that metabolome responses during acclimation to the different stress conditions can target overlapping sets of compounds.

In addition, levels of 14 metabolites were increased under all three conditions. Nine of these compounds are shown in an annotated integrative map of central metabolism in *Arabidopsis* ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) and four of them are unknown. Taking into account the changed levels of some of these metabolites under control conditions ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), galactinol, 3-phosphoglycerate (PEP) and the amino acids glycine, tryptophan, valine, alanine, and lysine are the metabolites whose levels are increased under all treatments ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

Sugars like glucose, sucrose, fructose, and maltose increased during HL and cold, and trehalose increased only during HL. Central organic acids, especially fumarate, which is one of the main carbon (C) storage compounds in *Arabidopsis* ([@bib13]), and succinate, increased during exposure to HL, and 2-oxalacetate, during HL and cold ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus the accumulation of C blocks that can store energy or provide skeletons for larger biomolecules is characteristic for the metabolic response to HL. Notably, fumarate was reported to be important for cold acclimation of 8-week-old plants grown under short-day conditions and a light intensity of 100 μmol photons m^−1^ s^−2^ ([@bib17]). The only moderate increase of fumarate under our cold conditions could be attributable to the usage of young (2- to 3-week-old) plants exposed to long-day conditions and a lower light intensity of 35 μmol photons m^−2^ s^−1^. In addition, the accumulation of compatible solutes like galactinol under all tested conditions, *myo*-inositol under HL and cold, raffinose under heat and cold, and mannitol and proline under cold points to a need to mitigate osmotic stress ([@bib65]; [@bib69]) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

Overall, acclimation resulted in a general increase in amino acid pools under all treatments, and accumulation of carbohydrates and organic acids particularly under HL and cold treatment. Thus the relatively subtle alterations of physiological parameters (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) are accompanied by marked and mostly irreversible (except in the case of cold stress) changes in metabolite levels.

Molecular Changes during (De-)acclimation: Transcript Profiling {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Because only a subset of metabolites in a plant cell can be detected by GC-MS, we also performed transcript profiling, using RNA sequencing to track both nuclear and organellar transcripts. First, we studied the accumulation of *bona fide* marker mRNAs for the circadian clock and the cell cycle. Clearly, the circadian oscillations observed under control conditions were disrupted by the HL, heat, and cold treatments ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), and the expression pattern of cell-cycle markers was altered ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). In light of this, we refrained from direct treatment versus control comparisons between individual time points. Instead, transcripts were defined as originating from "differentially expressed genes (DEGs)" if they displayed an absolute FC ≥ 2 with an FDR ≤0.05 (Student\'s t test) compared with the t = 0 min time point. We identified 1,568 DEGs under control conditions, 4,731 under HL, 4,801 under heat, and 6,426 under cold conditions ([Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Transcriptome changes under standard conditions were attributed to circadian oscillations (365 and 648 DEGs after 3 h acclimation and de-acclimation) and advancing plant development at the last time point of the kinetics experiment (1,053 DEGs on day 4 of de-acclimation) ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Notably, HL had less effect on transcripts for heat shock proteins and heat shock factors than did heat or cold treatment ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), indicating that our HL conditions did not impose heat stress on plants ([@bib38]).

The general behavior of the transcriptomes during acclimation and de-acclimation phases was visualized in heatmaps, which showed limited transcriptome changes under control conditions, whereas marked changes in mRNA expression patterns appeared after 3 h and 2 days of acclimation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Large gene sets (regulons) continued to be differentially expressed during de-acclimation, although in many instances the trend of regulation was reversed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Indeed, the largest numbers of DEGs were observed in the central part of the time series, from day 2 of acclimation to 15 min of de-acclimation ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Therefore, the corresponding 2,886 DEGs under HL, 3,121 under heat, and 5,433 observed under cold treatment ([Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were examined for their functional annotation into non-redundant Gene Ontology (GO) terms that were then grouped into main categories. Their protein products were assigned to a wide range of cellular compartments (extracellular, cytosol, organelles, especially chloroplasts, and nucleus) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). In the category "biological process," transcripts up-regulated under all treatments were mainly associated with abiotic stress responses, whereas HL and cold treatments specifically affected biotic stress responses and nucleic acid metabolism, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, transcripts associated with ribosome biogenesis were repressed under HL and heat, but those for protein synthesis and folding, as well as phosphorylation, increased in cold conditions. Down-regulated transcripts encoded proteins involved in responses to cytokinins (HL and heat) and auxin (cold). Under all treatments, transcripts for photosynthesis proteins were down-regulated ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 3Changes in Transcript Accumulation during (De-)acclimation to High Light, Heat, and Cold(A) Heatmaps based on Z-means of fold changes of DEGs. Major regulons were identified by clustering of Z-scores using Ward d2.(B) Heatmaps illustrating non-redundant Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment according to DAVID and REVIGO ([@bib36], [@bib37]; [@bib92]). The color scale corresponds to the -log~10~ transformation of the FDR for the enrichment according to the Fisher\'s exact test. The regulatory trend of the transcripts in each bin (up or down) is indicated.(C) Venn diagrams illustrating shared or unique DEGs, comprising total numbers (left panel, "total"), or only those that show the same (up-up or down-down, "same trend") or opposite (up-down or down-up, "opposite trend") polarities of regulation. Note that "same trend" and "opposite trend" sets do not always sum up to "total," because in several instances the polarity of regulation changed during the time course.See also [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Moreover, global comparison of transcriptomes identified a set of 456 transcripts ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C) that changed, in the same direction, under all three conditions (Fisher\'s exact test, p = 1.05 × 10^−34^; [Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indicates that all three environmental stimuli trigger a common transcriptional response, and analysis of the annotation of these proteins showed that chloroplast functions were overrepresented in this gene set (102 or 22% of genes, representing a 1.46-fold enrichment for GO term 0009507 "chloroplast"; Fisher\'s exact test, p = 5.89 × 10^−5^) ([Table S6](#mmc7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It includes transcripts for several light-harvesting chlorophyll *a*/*b*-binding proteins (Lhcbs) and PSII subunits (Psb27, PsbO2, PsbQ1), and metabolic enzymes, along with proteins involved in redox reactions and heme and chlorophyll biosyntheses ([Table S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, most of these transcripts, except those involved in metabolism, were down-regulated during acclimation ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In an attempt to identify transcription factors (TFs) tentatively mediating acclimation responses toward all examined conditions, the overlap between the list of 456 common genes and genes encoding TFs cataloged in the Database for Arabidopsis Transcription Factors (DATF; <http://datf.cbi.pku.edu.cn>) and in TAIR (<https://www.arabidopsis.org>) was determined. Overall, 41 TFs were identified ([Table S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), among them the C-REPEAT/DRE BINDING FACTORs CBF1 and 2 and ETHYLENE RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING FACTOR 6 (ERF6), which are established factors in the response to low temperatures ([@bib113]) and, in the case of ERF6, also HL ([@bib97]). In general, several TFs have been identified that were not related to acclimation responses before; they are members of diverse families including those of the bZIP-, MYC-, zinc-finger-, AP2/ERF-, Myb-, homeobox-, and NAC-type. At least two of them, MYC2 and G-BOX BINDING FACTOR 3 (GBF3), are binding to the G-box motif CACGTG, which is associated with various pathways, among them ambient temperature and light signaling ([@bib19]). Therefore, to obtain a deeper insight into putatively over-represented *cis*-acting elements, the 1,000-bp promoter sequences of the 456 common genes were scanned for 8-bp elements with the expectation maximization-based program Amadeus ([@bib54]). The highest similarity between queried motifs is defined by the lowest E-value, and the three identified over-represented motifs with the lowest E-value ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were used to search the JASPAR 2020 plant database (<http://jaspar.genereg.net/>) ([@bib20]) for plant transcription factors known to bind to similar sequences. The motif with the lowest E-value found by JASPAR contained indeed the G-box motif ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The second over-represented motif identified is predicted to be bound by MYB3, which represses phenylpropanoid biosynthesis gene expression ([@bib114]), whereas no known plant-associated element could be found for the third over-represented motif.

Surprisal Analysis of Transcriptome Changes during (De-)acclimation {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain insight into the molecular dynamics of the acclimation responses, we applied an unbiased thermodynamic maximal-entropy-based approach (surprisal analysis). In biological time series data, surprisal analysis can first identify the theoretical baseline state of minimal free energy of the system and then the constraints that prevent the system from reaching that baseline state. The contribution of the individual constraints is reflected by an associated time-dependent weight, the constraint potential (CP) ([@bib25]; [@bib45]; [@bib51], [@bib52]; [@bib78]). Changes in sign of the CPs indicate whether the contribution of the input information (here transcript profile) to the constraint is inverted. Moreover, recovery of the CPs during de-acclimation to the original values for t = 0 of acclimation implies recovery of the underlying molecular dynamics.

For our transcriptome data, a stable baseline state for each condition was indeed obtained ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the datasets were therefore eligible for CP identification. All identified major CPs (CP1 to CP3) were found to change their signs in all three acclimation responses, whereas this tendency was less prominent for the minor CPs (CP4--CP10). Under HL conditions, the first major CP (HL-CP1) changed its sign at 4 days of acclimation and did not return to its original sign during de-acclimation. HL-CP2 and HL-CP3 changed their sign very early, at 15 min of acclimation, with HL-CP2 showing a tendency to return to the starting value at the end of the de-acclimation phase ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Heat-CP1 changed its sign at 2 days of acclimation and remained steady thereafter. As in the case of HL, heat-CP2 and heat-CP3 rapidly changed their sign (at 1 min and 3 h, respectively) and returned to values similar to the starting value during de-acclimation. Cold-CP1 was clearly reversible, changing its sign at 3 h of acclimation and again at 3 h of de-acclimation, to recover to initial levels. CP2 and CP3 under cold (de-)acclimation changed their sign three times ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 4Surprisal Analysis of Transcriptome Changes during (De-)acclimation to High Light, Heat, and Cold(A) Time course of the constraint potentials (CPs) derived from the transcriptome profiles of (de-)acclimation samples (high light \[HL\], heat, and cold). The minor constraints (4--10) are shown as gray lines; the acclimation phase is indicated by a gray square. Sign changes of CPs indicate reconfiguration of the underlying molecular dynamics.(B) Circle correlation plots derived from partial least-squares regression analysis of CP1--3 of the time course shown in (A) and the physiological profiles depicted in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Antho, anthocyanin content; Chl, chlorophyll content; FW, fresh weight; Ф~II~, effective quantum yield of PSII; Fv/Fm, maximum quantum efficiency of PSII. Lines of CP1--CP3 in this plot were mirrored to reflect the fact that constraints contain positive and negative weights. Therefore, it is not possible to distinguish whether the effect was caused by positive or negative correlation.See also [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In subsets of transcripts, HL and heat provoke expression changes that are then maintained over the time span investigated here, possibly representing "memory" or "priming" effects ([@bib15]; [@bib48]). A unique pattern was found for cold (de-)acclimation, which is the only condition under which the main acclimation state was fully reversed during the de-acclimation phase.

To investigate whether the constraints identified help to explain the physiological changes during acclimation and de-acclimation, we conducted partial least-squares (PLS) regression analysis of the three major CPs and the physiological parameters from [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). A strong correlation in either direction on these plots indicates how well the physiological parameters can be explained using the CP time courses. This also allows one to rank the effects with respect to the constraint index as a proxy for energy investment, meaning primary effects are mainly explained by CP1, secondary effects by CP2, etc. For transcriptome changes under HL, primary energy investment (HL-CP1) showed strong correlations with FW, NPQ, and chlorophyll content, but was almost perpendicular to all other physiological parameters, meaning there was no correlation with them ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). However, Fv/Fm, Ф~II~, and contents of anthocyanin and proteins correlated well with HL-CP2. Heat-CP1 correlated with FW, contents of proteins and chlorophyll, and Fv/Fm, and heat-CP2, with Ф~II~. The only phenotypic parameter that correlated well with cold-CP1 was the anthocyanin content and, to a much lesser extent, NPQ. Cold-CP2 and, to a greater extent, cold-CP3 showed correlations with all other physiological parameters. Interestingly, PLS analysis also revealed that the physiological parameters FW and total protein content correlated positively only under cold (de-)acclimation.

Importantly, energy investment in these cases does not necessarily mean investment in the synthesis of these compounds, but relative investment in the creation of the respective pattern. Therefore, it can be concluded that different energy sources are used to sustain growth under HL and changing temperature conditions, with FW and chlorophyll content being common to HL and heat, and anthocyanin content characteristic for cold (de-)acclimation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Comparison of Topology and Dynamics of the Three Acclimation Responses {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The transcriptome datasets were further analyzed in an unsupervised manner by the construction and subsequent analysis of conditional correlation networks. Briefly, co-expression matrices based on pairwise Pearson correlations among all detected transcripts for each condition were computed and mapped onto a literature-curated reference network to validate interactions and extract subnetworks that operate as conditional networks ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The three transcriptional networks were similar in scale (comprising 4,600 to 5,600 nodes), although they differed in the number of connections ([Table S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The properties of the molecular topologies of these networks were then integrated with the data from CPs obtained by surprisal analysis. To this end, Pearson correlations among normalized degree distributions in each network were calculated. The networks under HL and cold were the most similar in their topology (r = 0.89), whereas more divergent patterns were obtained on comparing heat to either HL or cold networks (r = 0.57 and r = 0.54, respectively) ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D, 5G and 5H). A density plot of the Jaccard index was used as an additional measure of network similarity and showed the same pattern for the conditions, with the cold versus HL comparison yielding the highest index ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, similar features might be involved in the response pathways seen under HL and cold (de-)acclimation conditions.Figure 5Commonalities and Differences between Acclimation Responses Revealed by Comparing Results of Conditional Network and Surprisal AnalysesMatrices showing correlations between constraint indices and weights, normalized node degrees, and weighted R^2^ scores. Column and row headers indicate which conditions were compared with one another (blue = cold, red = heat, yellow = HL, purple = heat/cold, green = HL/cold, orange = heat/HL).(A--I) (A, E, and I) Weights of the constraints determined by surprisal analysis for the three conditions. (B, C, and F) Weighted coefficients of determination (R^2^) of linear regression analyses of constraint potential (CP) time courses determined by surprisal analysis for each constraint index (1--10) and depicted as column plots. Linear regression scores were calculated pairwise for CPs with the same index. R^2^ was then weighted by the mean of the respective constraint weights of the two compared conditions shown on the diagonal. The open columns indicate the upper bound resulting from the weighting procedure. (D, G, and H) Correlation plots of normalized node degrees of the conditional network nodes. The Pearson correlation (r) is displayed for each plot.See also [Figures S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To compare the dynamics of the three different (de-)acclimation responses as reflected by the CPs obtained by surprisal analysis, we performed pairwise linear regression on all CPs with the same index (1--10) in each treatment, using the intrinsic weighting scheme of surprisal analysis ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A, 5E, and 5I) to weight the resulting coefficients of determination (R^2^). Interestingly, a pattern was observed that was inverted with respect to the topological comparison: although the pair HL and heat did not show strong correlation on the network level, they scored highly in the linear regression of CPs, especially for the first two CPs (weighted R^2^ = 0.69 and 0.28, respectively) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F). The same was true for heat and cold, albeit to a lesser extent (weighted R^2^ = 0.36 and 0.11, respectively) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B), whereas there was no notable correlation between HL and cold ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C).

Overall, therefore, HL and cold (de-)acclimation responses share similar regulatory networks, but display different dynamics. Conversely, the dynamics of the response to heat resembles that to HL (or cold), although different regulatory mechanisms seem to be at work.

Ribosomes Are Hubs of Acclimation {#sec2.7}
---------------------------------

To identify the central components of acclimation responses, conditional networks were explored for hub composition. Hubs are highly connected nodes, providing information about sets of co-expressed nodes and therefore instances of coordinated transcriptional changes. If nodes with \>100 edges are defined as super-hubs ([@bib96]), 371, 223, and 657 super-hubs were detected for the HL, heat, and cold networks, respectively ([Tables S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, a significantly enriched fraction of 141 super-hubs (∼20%; super exact test, p = 1.04 × 10^−8^) was shared among the three treatments. Moreover, 357 (216 + 141) super-hubs were common to HL and cold sets (∼96% and ∼55% of super-hubs under HL and cold, respectively; p = 4.06 × 10^−71^) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 6Analysis of Super-hubs in Conditional Networks for Transcripts(A) Venn diagram depicting super-hubs (degree \>100) common to the three networks.(B) GO term enrichment of the identified super-hubs. The counts are provided, together with the FDR obtained with Fisher\'s exact test based on all nodes included in the networks.

To gain insight into common responses to acclimation, these super-hubs were functionally annotated. To this end, significant GO terms (Fisher\'s exact test; FDR ≤0.05) were filtered for the non-redundant ones by employing REVIGO ([@bib92]). Strikingly, GO enrichment analysis indicated that most of the super-hubs in each of the networks were related to the biological process categories "translation" (186 super-hubs under HL, 140 under heat, and 206 under cold, respectively) and "ribosome biogenesis" (73 under HL, 47 under heat, and 86 under cold). Most of these transcripts code for RPs ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To obtain a more detailed picture of the role of translation, and in particular the ribosome, in acclimation responses, the RP members of the HL, heat, and cold super-hubs (96, 108 and 207 members, respectively) were classified according to the subcellular localizations of their gene products using MapMan v.3.5.1 ([@bib94]). The HL, heat, and cold super-hubs included 26%, 30%, and 57% of all annotated transcripts coding for RPs with *bona fide* subcellular localization, and RPs from all three genetic compartments, cytosol, chloroplasts, and mitochondria were covered. Subtle compartment-specific enrichments of RPs were observed: cytosolic RPs appeared as over-represented super-hubs for cold and chloroplast-localized RPs were over-represented under HL and heat, but under-represented during cold, whereas mitochondrion-located RPs showed significant depletion under all conditions ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast to these subtle changes, very clear trends were observed with respect to up- or down-regulation of RP-related super-hubs on day 4 of acclimation relative to t = 0 in the (de-)acclimation time series. The vast majority of ribosome-related transcripts that act as super-hubs tended to be down-regulated at the end of the acclimation phase (day 4) under HL and heat conditions, but up-regulated at the end of cold acclimation ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Heatmap analysis indicated that transcript levels of RPs were transiently up-regulated during HL and heat acclimation, and transiently down-regulated at the beginning of cold acclimation, before being down- (HL and heat) or up- (cold) regulated at the end of the acclimation phase ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Table 1Subcellular Localization, Numbers, and Enrichment of Ribosomal Proteins (RPs) Regulated at the Transcript Level during AcclimationSubcellular Localization & SubunitHLHeatColdTotal\# (Up/Down)FE\# (Up/Down)FE\# (Up/Down)FE*Cytosol*40S20 (0/20)0.8328 (2/26)1.0156 (56/0)1.1010160S41 (2/39)1.0439 (0/39)0.86110 (110/0)1.32∗165All61 (2/59)0.9667 (2/65)0.91166 (166/0)1.24∗266*Chloroplast*30S9 (0/9)1.4410 (0/10)1.403 (2/1)0.23∗2650S16 (0/16)1.3123 (0/23)1.64∗9 (7/2)0.35∗51All25 (0/25)1.35∗33 (0/33)1.56∗12 (9/3)0.31∗77*Mitochondrion*30S--0.00∗--0.00∗--0.00∗1350S1 (0/1)0.60--0.005(5/0)1.427All1 (0/1)0.21∗0 (0/0)0.00∗5 (5/0)0.50∗20*Total*87 (2/85)100 (2/98)183 (180/3)363[^3]

Together, these observations indicate that modification of translation is a common and central element of acclimation responses, with very similar responses ensuing during HL and heat acclimation, and a different response occurring during cold acclimation.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

A Comprehensive Analysis of (De-)acclimation to High Light, Heat, and Cold {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this work, we exposed *Arabidopsis* plants to moderate levels of light, heat, and cold stress that resulted in minimal, and largely reversible, physiological perturbations (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to previous studies ([@bib93]; [@bib97]), we identified low numbers of DEGs after 1 and 15 min of HL (3 and 300; see [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is attributable to our use of lower light dosages and LED sources, which did not cause heat stress or trigger expression of heat-shock proteins. Moreover, we also avoided photoinhibition under our cold conditions by reducing light intensities (see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). However, our acclimation treatments did lead to desynchronization of cells, as indicated by the perturbation of circadian gene expression and cell-cycle periodicity (see [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Metabolome changes during acclimation comprised the accumulation of sugars and amino acids, especially under HL and cold treatments (see [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At first glance, the accumulation of sugars appears to be in contradiction with the minimal FW losses observed under these two conditions and a transitory arrest of the photosynthetic light reactions during HL (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the increased content of central sugars such as maltose, sucrose, glucose, or fructose might result from increased starch turnover rather than increased photosynthesis. Under cold conditions, accumulation of sugars is not only aimed at providing energy but also to assure production of osmoprotectants like galactinol, raffinose, or *myo*-inositol. Similarly, the increased amino acid pools during the three conditions (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) failed to correlate with changes in protein content (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This could imply that storage molecules, preferentially starch and/or lipids, rather than proteins are catabolized to meet the energetic demands of the acclimation response and maintain plant growth.

In general, HL and heat irreversibly altered metabolite profiles, whereas changes induced by cold treatment were readily reversible during de-acclimation (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, transcriptome changes under HL and heat were only partially reversible (see [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies have observed similar patterns for both transcriptomes ([@bib7]; [@bib33]; [@bib38]; [@bib115]) and metabolites ([@bib67]; [@bib98]; [@bib115]). The (virtually) complete reversibility of the transcriptional response to cold may reflect the fact that the *Arabidopsis* ecotype Col-0 displays enhanced tolerance to low temperatures ([@bib31]; [@bib40]; [@bib107]).

As changes in metabolite profiles persisted during de-acclimation (see [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), metabolites are obvious candidates for signals that prime plants to cope with future environmental challenges ([@bib88]; [@bib89]). We identified 7 metabolites (galactinol, phosphoenolpyruvate, glycine, tryptophan, lysine, alanine, and valine) whose concentrations increased under all conditions tested ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although accumulation of carbohydrates and organic acids, and their relocation between compartments, are well-known acclimation strategies ([@bib16], [@bib17]; [@bib63]; [@bib71]; [@bib74]), accumulation of amino acids during extended abiotic stress has been described only for cold-treated *Arabidopsis* plants ([@bib18]; [@bib40]; [@bib50]; [@bib67]; [@bib90]) and deserves further investigation.

Our bioinformatic analysis suggested that HL and heat treatment induce similar temporal patterns of energy re-allocation. Conversely, topologies of conditional networks derived from co-expressed transcripts (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that very similar regulatory pathways were triggered by HL and cold treatments. This implies that each acclimation response is characterized by a unique pattern of regulation that follows its own schedule.

Translation during (De-)acclimation {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------

The existence of central elements that come into play under various types of adverse conditions regardless of the specific environmental input has been suggested in previous works ([@bib40]; [@bib44]; [@bib79]). In our work, both unsupervised and supervised analyses of acclimation transcriptomes identified mRNAs for cytosolic and organellar RPs as shared and central factors in responses to diverse abiotic stresses (see [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In mammalian cells, nucleoli and particularly ribosomes, are considered as hubs that integrate cellular responses to unfavorable conditions ([@bib72]; [@bib104]; [@bib106]). Under nucleolar stress ("ribostress"), RPs are exported to the cytosol and become pivotal components that help to trigger cell arrest or even apoptosis, depending on the level of stress ([@bib72]; [@bib104]; [@bib106]). A similar regulatory role for ribosomes during abiotic and biotic stresses is emerging in several plant species ([@bib43]; [@bib60]; [@bib83]; [@bib99]). A role of gene expression, in particular translation and the ribosome, in acclimation to abiotic environmental changes has been emerging in recent analyses of corresponding *Arabidopsis* mutants. In particular, various instances of impaired cold tolerances due to inactivation of chloroplast proteins involved in translation have been described, including subunits ([@bib80]; [@bib103]; [@bib109]), associated proteins ([@bib75]), and biogenesis factors ([@bib68]; [@bib77]) of the plastid ribosome, translation initiation or elongation factors ([@bib55]; [@bib58]), and RNA-binding proteins ([@bib47]). Furthermore, the cytosolic pre-18S rRNA processing factor RH7 is involved in cold tolerance ([@bib35]), indicating that impairments in cytosolic translation can also affect cold tolerance. Fewer reports are available for an interplay of translation and tolerance to heat or HL, including enhanced heat sensitivity in the absence of the cytosolic translation initiation factor 5B ([@bib110]) or the plastid elongation factor Tu ([@bib53]), and HL sensitivity of seedlings lacking the cytosolic translation initiation factor 2a ([@bib57]).

Why are transcripts for RPs mainly down-regulated at the end of the HL and heat acclimation phase, but up-regulated after cold acclimation? These trends coincide with previous studies employing alternative setups for HL, heat, and cold in *Arabidopsis* and other model organisms ([@bib5]; [@bib27]; [@bib29]; [@bib43]; [@bib60]; [@bib95]). Down-regulation of RPs under high temperatures was initially supposed to reflect either increased mRNA instability or the need to restrict protein production, whereas up-regulation of RPs during cold stress was thought to maintain rates of protein synthesis under thermodynamically unfavorable conditions. However, a recent report has shown that mild oxidative stress affects the numbers of ribosomes in plants, but not overall translation efficiency ([@bib84]), although plant genomes possess multiple gene copies for each RP ([@bib4]). This prompted the view that changes in RP expression under adverse conditions might be related to alterations of ribosomal composition required to adjust translation rates appropriately ([@bib10]; [@bib24]; [@bib99]). Interestingly, in our experiments, neither the total protein content nor the pool of free amino acids in leaves decreased during acclimation (see [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, translation during (de-)acclimation is selectively reconfigured during HL/heat and cold, most likely involving changes in ribosome composition and/or readjustment of protein biosynthesis rate in subcellular compartments. A promising starting point to investigate a regulatory role of ribosomal activity, or more generally translational activity, during acclimation to other conditions than cold (for which such a function is well established) could be our list of nine genes encoding RNA-binding or ribosome-associated proteins, the mRNA levels of which changed during all conditions (see [Table S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among them are *COLD*, *CIRCADIAN RHYTHM*, and *RNA BINDING 2* (*CCR2*)/*GLYCINE RICH PROTEIN 7* (*GRP7*) and [AT2G27710](tair:AT2G27710){#intref0025}, which encodes a 60S acidic RP. Interestingly, this protein was shown before to be regulated under cold conditions in a proteome analysis using differential in-gel electrophoresis ([@bib1]).

Conclusion {#sec3.3}
----------

Our work provides a holistic picture of three acclimation responses and suggests translation as the central process involved. Common up- or down-regulation of transcripts for RPs might reflect activation or repression of translation as a whole during acclimation, whereas regulatory factors that are transiently associated with the ribosome seem more likely to mediate central aspects of acclimation. Such modifications can be refined by taking advantage of promoters containing *cis*-elements being either specific to certain types of (de-)acclimation or being common to several responses (see [Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In fact, our transcriptome kinetics is an ideal starting point for the identification of all kinds of (de-)acclimation-relevant promoters.

Limitations of the Study {#sec4}
========================

Our conclusions are based on the analyses of large-scale omics data. Although the involvement of translational processes in cold acclimation is established (see [Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} section), future work is needed to validate the predicted central function of translation during heat and HL acclimation *in vivo*. Furthermore, targeted experiments are required to confirm the involvement of the proposed regulatory proteins and predicted *cis*-acting elements in the acclimation response. We used relatively young plants for our experiments. It will be of interest whether our conclusion can be transferred to (1) older plants and also (2) other plant species. As changes of most metabolites did not return to initial levels during heat and HL de-acclimation, future kinetics experiments should consider longer de-acclimation time periods.

Resource Availability {#sec4.1}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec4.1.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dario Leister (<leister@lmu.de>).

### Materials Availability {#sec4.1.2}

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec4.1.3}

The datasets generated during this study have been deposited to Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>): [GSE125950](ncbi-geo:GSE125950){#intref0040}.

Methods {#sec5}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Supplemental Information {#appsec2}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S10, and Tables S7 and S8Table S1. Physiological Performance of *Arabidopsis* Plants during (De-)acclimation to High light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure1Values are provided as mean ± standard deviation (n ≥ 4 independent experiments). and the mean values correspond to the values provided in Figures 1 and S1 (Fv/Fm). Statistically significant differences compared to the control condition were assessed according the Student\'s t test (∗, p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗, p ≤ 0.01).Table S2. Significantly Altered Metabolites (SAMs) during (De-)acclimation to High Light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure 2Metabolites were identified by GC-MS-TOF. We considered those metabolites as SAMs, which displayed in at least one time point an absolute log~2~ fold-change (FC) ≥ 1 compared with the initial value (0 min) according to the Student\'s t test with a false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 0.05. Raw data are normalized to an internal standard and fresh weight. Missing values were replaced by either the average of the other replicates (single missing values) or the detection threshold (multiple missing values).Table S3. Significant Changes in Transcript Levels during (De-)acclimation to High Light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure 3Transcriptome changes under standard conditions, HL, heat, and cold according to an absolute log~2~ fold change (FC) ≥ 1 to time point 0 min and a false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 0.05 for the Student\'s t test. The symbol and brief description of each transcript is provided.Table S4. Significant Transcriptome Changes during the Central Phase of the Kinetics for High Light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure 3Transcriptional changes were qualified as significant based on absolute fold change ≥1 to the initial time point (0 min) and a false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 0.05 for the Student\'s t test in at least one time point from the central phase of the kinetic (2 days acclimation to 15 min de-acclimation). Transcripts are listed with gene ID, symbol, and brief description.Table S5. Common Transcript Changes during Acclimation to High Light (HL), Heat and Cold, Related to Figure 3Transcriptome changes during the central phase of the kinetics to HL, heat, and cold (2 days acclimation to 15 min de-acclimation) were compared by means of Venn diagrams to identify the common fraction of changes to the three treatments. The selected transcripts are listed along with the gene ID, symbol, and brief description.Table S6. Significant Changes in Transcripts Related to the Chloroplast Function during Acclimation and De-acclimation to High Light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure 3Transcriptome changes under HL, heat, and cold conditions according to an absolute log~2~ fold change (FC) ≥ 1 to time point 0 min and a false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 0.05 for the Student\'s t test in at least one time point were filtered by presence in the Gene Ontology term 0009507 "chloroplast." The symbol and brief description of each transcript is provided.Table S9. Transcriptional Super-Hubs Identified in Correlation Networks, Related to Figure 6Co-expression networks were investigated for nodes with a connectivity ≥ 100 edges (super-hubs) in each condition and listed along with the gene ID, symbol, and brief description.Table S10. Expression Pattern of Ribosomal Proteins during High Light (HL), Heat, and Cold, Related to Figure 6Ribosomal proteins were extracted from MapMan and information on their gene ID, subcellular localization, assignment to subunit and regulatory trend at the fourth day of acclimation compared with the initial time point (0 mi). DOWN/UP means down-/up-regulated; -, not changed.
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